
Wig Zamore Comment 2019 04 26 to Somerville Planning Board PB 2019-03.  
I hope the city, the community and US2 can work together to put parking under the D2.1 building.  

This would allow the Allen, Linden, Merriam and Charlestown area to be part of our future.  
US2 fully deserves to make a reasonable profit from its investment in Union Square.  

I support adding 150,000 – 200,000 new gross square feet of usable building space to US2 plans.  
Extra occupiable and marketable space would be offset by putting the D2 parking underground. 

This would allow GREAT public space to move to the center of the D2 block next to Allen St properties





US2 Plan November 2017 US2 Plan February 2019

Although there has been a huge amount of public process there have been very few 
changes responsive to public concerns and comments throughout the US2 process.



These high traffic exposure “civic 
space” sites along Prospect St. 
are proposed to be the first civic 
spaces built in the US2 proposal. 
We want pleasant sidewalks.  
But these proposed civic areas 
will be dangerously polluted
during Union Square rush hours. 

People, especially children, 
should not hang next to Prospect 
St. out during congested hours. 
The traffic pollution on Prospect 
is dangerous to human health. 
D2 should have its best civic 
spaces internal to the block, like 
most great urban squares.
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From a recent draft of the Somerville Zoning overhaul.
What is this High Rise surrounded Fish Bowl All About?
The Allen, Linden, Merriam and Charlestown district is 

permanently Walled Off from Re-development.



D2 is the Keystone Block linking the new GLX T-Stop and the Heart of Union Square

Having a mid-block Square or 
Green between the new T-stop 
and the Heart of Union Square 
would be a spectacular asset 

and Gateway, more like Europe 
and would give great views to 
the 1776 Flag on Prospect Hill



1776 Square Somerville US                    Piazza Navona Rome Italy       



Piazza Navona Rome Italy is on Most of the 

Top 10 Public Square lists in the World     



Piazza Navona Rome Italy would fit on D2



Please note that this US2 submission slide does not have a scale by which to judge the size of the huge proposed above 
ground garage that spans the D2.2 and D2.3 sub-lots.  The garage will loom over the backyards of many residential 

properties on Allen Street, as well as seriously limit future development between D2 and the Target re-development area.   
The Allen, Linden, Merriam and Charlestown Street area could otherwise evolve into a mixed income Eco-District.



This garage is about 345 
feet in Allen St. backyards 
by 120 feet wide and 3 
levels high.

Plus it has a significant 
multi-story residential 
property on top of it.  

The perimeter is roughly 
900 feet and walking 
around it might be 1000.



Would you like this in your backyard?  Do you 
think our Union Square neighbors deserve it?



Would you like the D2 garage and alley in your backyard?  
Do you think our Union Square neighbors deserve it?


